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William Chiles Appointed 
Administrative Assistant 
New Personnel Director Named 
Jewish Hospital Auxiliary 
Announces Project Switch-Hit 
The Jewish Hospital Auxiliary not only has pledged the largest gift ever recorded nationally from a hospital 
auxiliary — one million dollars over a period of five years — but has gone one giant step further and equaled the 
dollars with hours. 
Mrs. Norman Drey, Auxiliary President, has announced that the volunteers will also pledge one million hours 
of their time for the five-year-period. Even with the outstanding record hours of more than 56,000 each year as a 
past record, the Auxiliary has two major projects now in effect which will offer new ways in which members can 
serve the hospital through volunteer work. 
Project   Switch   Hit,   a   new 
Cf 
Greensfelder WUMSAH President 
William H. Chiles 
William H. Chiles, Personnel 
Director at The Jewish Hospital of 
St. Louis, has been named 
Administrative Assistant. His areas 
of responsibility will include 
Security, Auxiliary Services, House 
Staff Activities, Fire and Safety, 
Disaster Planning, and Accident 
Control and Prevention. Other 
duties under his direction will be 
Workmen's Compensation, 
Research Facilities, Accreditation 
and Hospital Inspections 
Coordination, and The United 
Fund and Jewish Federation drives. 
Mr. Chiles joined the Jewish 
Hospital as Personnel Director in 
June, 1961. He was previously the 
Personnel Director for the Crown 
Drug Company in Kansas City, 
Missouri. He attended the Central 
Methodist College at Fayette, 
Missouri, and received a Masters 
Degree from the University of 
Tennessee at Knoxville. 
Richard M. Tureen 
Richard M. Tureen assumed 
duties as the new Personnel 
Director for the Jewish Hospital on 
September 8. Mr. Tureen was 
formerly a training manager for 
Proctor and Gamble, Incorporated, 
St. Louis, Missouri. He received his 
Bachelors Degree in Business 
Administration from the University 
of Miami, and a Masters Degree in 
Counseling Psychology from St. 
Louis University. 
Edward B. Greensfelder, 
president of the Hospital's Board of 
Directors, was elected chairman of 
the Board of Directors of 
Washington University Medical 
School and Associated Hospitals 
(sometimes referred to as 
"WUMSAH"). The president, 
William H. Danforth, M.D., 
announced the new officers after 
adjournment of the board's annual 
meeting September 8. 
Mr. Greensfelder, a partner in 
the law firm of Greensfelder, 
Hemker, Wiese, Gale and 
Chappelow, succeeds Edwin M. 
Johnston, a partner in the law firm 
of  Armstrong,  Teasdale,  Kramer 
and Vaughan. 
Edwin G. Shifrin, a member of 
the Jewish Hospital board, of the 
law firm Shifrin, Treiman, 
Schermer and Susman, was elected 
secretary. Other officers elected 
were Norfleet H. Rand, vice 
chairman of the board and treasurer 
of Interco, Inc., as vice chairman. 
Raymond E. Rowland, former 
chairman of the board of Ralston 
Purina Company and presently 
chairman of the board of trustees 
of Barnes Hospital, was elected 
treasurer. 
(Continued on page 7) 
United Fund Liftoff October 1 
As the Jewish Hospital United 
Fund Campaign begins on October 
1 with the slogan "Apollo '69 
Moon Shot," the Hospital 
Campaign will have its own rocket 
aimed for the moon with a goal of 
$18,950 for the 1969 Campaign. 
David A. Gee, executive director 
of the Hospital, has been named 
chairman of the United Fund St. 
Louis Hospitals Section with 
Vernon Spradling, director of 
Systems and Procedures, as 
chairman of the Jewish Hospital 
campaign. Mandy Kopelwitz, R.N., 
will serve as co-chairman and 
Barbara Levy, secretary in Public 
Relations, acting as secretary of the 
Hospital campaign. 
School of Nursing Graduates 
Employees have again been 
asked to give by the fair share 
principle. Fair share is based on one 
hour of pay per month for 12 
months. 
A poster of the United Fund girl 
will be mounted near the cafeteria 
exit and a large moon poster will be 
displayed and used as a progress 
report to chart the course of the 
funds contributed by employees as 
Apollo '69 heads for the moon and 
the Hospital goal of $18,950. 
As a United Fund Drive kickoff 
reminder for October 1, space food 
donated by Pillsbury Baking 
Company was given to each 
hospital employee. 
concept in hospital volunteering, 
will allow young mothers, members 
with a transportation problem, and 
volunteers who have a need to 
change hours and days to be 
worked, an opportunity to switch 
hit for each other. This team 
volunteer system will be set up for 
the training of two persons for a 
particular job, and in some cases 
teams of four can be scheduled to 
work with two of the team on one 
day a week and two the next. In 
this system partners on the team 
can schedule the hours to be 
worked among themselves, 
alternate days, baby sit for team 
mates, and work together as a team 
effort. 
In another major project, 
auxiliary volunteers will be trained 
for all areas of volunteer work and 
act as substitutes when the need 
arises. The Subs Unlimited training 
program, to begin in September, 
will have the overall objective of 
offering experienced help when 
needed and replacing other 
volunteers who are unable to work 
at their scheduled time, with 
trained substitutes for a particular 
area. 
Auxiliary Fall Meeting 
October 15 
West wood Country Club 
"The Moon and You" 
Come hear the experts explain 
how the race-to-space 
will effect you as a woman. 
Graduation exercises for 60 student nurses of The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis, were held recently at the United 
Hebrew Temple. Miss Margaret Loh, Director of Nursing (left) is pictured with the 1969 graduating class. 
Sixty-three percent of the graduate nurses will join the staff of The Jewish Hospital. 
1969 Graduation Ceremonies 
Graduation exercises for 60 student nurses in the Class of 1969, from 
The Jewish Hospital School of Nursing, were held at 3 p.m. on Sunday 
afternoon, August 3, at United Hebrew Temple, 225 South Skinker 
Boulevard. 
David A. Gee, executive director of the Hospital, presided at the 
graduation ceremonies. Following the invocation given by Rabbi Robert P. 
Jacobs, Dr. Arthur E. Baue, Surgeon-in-Chief of The Jewish Hospital of St. 
Louis and Harry Edison Professor of Surgery, Washington University 
School of Medicine, presented the main address to the School of Nursing 
graduating class. 
Miss Margaret Loh, director of nursing, presented the members of the 
class of 1969 to Edward B. Greensfelder, president of the Board of 
Directors of the Jewish Hospital. Mr. Greensfelder awarded the diplomas 
to the nursing school students. 
(Continued on page 6) 
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Marilyn Hall, R.N., has been named 
assistant director of nursing, 
Medicine, to replace Virginia 
Haymes, R.N., who resigned 
recently in order to accompany her 
husband to Columbia, Missouri, 
where he is now employed. Mrs. 
Hall, formerly a head nurse on 3 
Center, is a graduate of the 
University of Missouri. 
Sondra Gann, communications 
supervisor, and her husband were 
winners of an all expense-paid trip 
to Las Vegas, Nevada, in 
celebration of the first anniversary 
of all country and western 
programs by WIL Radio. 
David A. Gee, executive director, 
presented a paper on Outpatient 
Facilities in a Teaching Hospital at 
the American Hospital Association 
meeting held in Chicago, August 
20. 
Phillip Bassin, associate director, 
attended the annual convention of 
the American Hospital Association 
in Chicago on August 18 and 19. 
Barbara Janes, fund director, 
Resources and Development, 
and Taffy Wilber, director of Public 
Relations, attended the American 
Hospital Association meeting in 
Chicago, August 17 and 18, where 
they received an award on behalf of 
the Hospital for the Annual Report 
titled, Emphasis on Quality. 
Nadean E. Wright, R.N., supervisor 
of Central Medical-Surgical 
Supplies, has co-authored a 
guidebook to assist in setting up 
training programs for central service 
technicians.   The   book,  entitled 
The Central Service Technician, 
was sponsored by the International 
Association of Hospital Central 
Service Management, and published 
by Clissold Books. 
Mary Trees, Dolores Biggins, and 
Frances Manker, Registered Nurse 
anesthetists, recently attended the 
national convention of the 
American Association of Nurse 
Anesthetists in Chicago. Miss Trees 
is president of the Missouri 
Association of Nurse Anesthetists, 
Miss Manker is editor of the State 
publication, the Airway, and Miss 
Biggins is chairman of the national 
organization's planning committee. 
uiospital vi/elcomes 
crlouse Staff vi/ives 
A special luncheon was held on August 27 at the Hospital M.A.C. 
Room in honor of the House Staff wives. 
Mrs. Stanford Wessler and Mrs. Arthur E. Baue were present to meet 
the wives and extend a welcome to the new members of the Hospital 
family. David A. Gee, executive director, presented a brief program on the 
Hospital following the luncheon and tours were conducted to familiarize 
the wives with the hospital area and some of the new facilities. 
Joan Cohen, wife of Jerome D. Cohen, M.D., Chief Resident, 
Department of Medicine, spoke on the facilities available in the hospital 
and recreation, cultural and work projects in the St. Louis area. 
Dr. Arthur E. Baue (left) and Dr. Stanford Wessler, chat with Mrs. 
Benjamin M. Goldstein (left) and Mrs. Jerome D. Cohen, before the 
annual get-acquainted luncheon held for the wives of House Staff 
members. 
Candy Striper, Shelly Webb, entertained little Ta Rene 
Bates, daughter of House Staff Intern Dr. Thomas R. 
Bates and Mrs. Bates. Ta Rene was one of the many 
children cared for by volunteers while their mothers 
attended the special luncheon. 
David A. Gee, executive director, who presented a brief program on the Hospital for the 
House Staff wives, joined them for the luncheon given in their honor. 
Aaron Carafiol, a member of The Associates of Jewish Hospital, examines the minute 
parts of a hearing aid during an Open House in the Department of Otolaryngology. 
Standing is staff member Miss Chris Owen (M.S.) an audiologist in the Division of 
Audiology, explaining the mechanism. Ben H. Senturia, MJX, Director of the 
Department and his staff provided an indepth program for the educational 
organization on "The Wonderful World of Sound." 
Staff Nurse 
Aids Firemen 
To again prove that nursing has 
no boundaries, Beverly Kaufer, 
R.N., in Obstetrics and her 
daughter Nancy, treated four 
firemen who collapsed from heat 
exhaustion and smoke inhalation 
when fighting a fire in a three-story 
home in University City. 
The Delonde Mobile Reserve, a 
private assisting unit, helped Mrs. 
Kaufer and her daughter who 
treated the firemen at the scene of 
the fire. 
The University City family 
escaped injury when the fire 
destroyed the third floor of then- 
home. The cause of the fire was not 
determined and no estimate of the 




Mrs. Debbie Grodsky and Mrs. 
Helene Goldstein, co-chairman of 
the Clover Garden, the Hospital's 
flower shop, have announced that 
registration is now open for the 
flower arranging course to begin on 
September 27. 
The course, which is sponsored 
by the Women's Auxiliary, is under 
the direction of Mr. Ed Young, 
professional flower designer, who 
conducts the course consisting of 
three-hour sessions held one day a 
week for a six-week period. The 
flower arranging sessions will be 
taught on successive Saturdays 
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. at 
the Hospital. All registrants are 
requested to pledge a minimum of 
six months of volunteer service to 
the Clover Garden, three and 
one-half hours one day each week. 
During their volunteer hours, 
students will learn how to handle 
flowers and plants, wait on 
customers and learn the general 
duties of a Clover Garden 
volunteer. After completion of the 
course, those whose designing skills 
meet the requirements of the 
Clover Garden will become 
apprentice designers. 
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Medical Staff 
E. James Anthony, M.D., spoke at the annual meetings of the American 
Psychoanalytic Association and the American Psychiatric Association in Miami held 
in May. His speech subjects for the meetings were "Depression in Adolescence" and 
"The Impact of Mental Illness on Family Integration." Dr. Anthony was recently 
elected Chairman of the McGavin Board, American Psychiatric Association and 
Chairman of the Committee on Child Psychiatry of the Group for the Advancement 
of Psychiatry. Also, he will serve as Editor-in-Chief for the International Year Book 
in Child Psychiatry. In June he delivered the Academic Lecture to the annual meeting 
of the Canadian Psychiatric Association in Toronto. 
David Rothman, M.D., director, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
attended Ob-Gyn Seminars in Hospitals at Leningrad, Moscow and Kiev, during a 
tour of Russia. Physicians from New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Louisiana 
and Tennessee, along with Dr. Rothman, made up a group of twelve physicians who 
visited hospitals and conferred with Russian physicians during the two week tour 
May 30 -June 13. 
Alvin Frank, M.D., has been appointed assistant clinical professor of psychiatry at 
St. Louis University School of Medicine effective September, 1969. Dr. Frank was 
elected president of Suicide Prevention, Inc., in St. Louis in May, and recently 
appointed a member of the Board of Directors of the Mental Health Association. 
George Benson, M.D., wrote a paper entitled, "Psychoanalytic notes on the 
Disavowal of Priestly Authority," which was published in The Christian 
Century, May 19 issue. 
Franz U. Steinberg, M.D., was a speaker for the Rehabilitation Interest Group of 
Greater St. Louis on June 2 at St. Lukes Hospital in St. Louis. He spoke on "A 
Philosophy of Rehabilitation." 
Herbert Silver, M.D., director of the blood bank and hematology division, and 
Alex Sonnenwirth, Ph.D., director, division of microbiology, have a paper on "A 
practical and efficacious method for obtaining significant postmortem blood 
cultures," in the October issue of American Journal of Clinical Pathology. 
B.Y. Glassberg, M.D., has a letter published April 28, in the Wall Street 
Journal under the "Reader's Comment on Sex Education." As a participant on a 
panel entitled, "Family Conflicts as an Underlying Cause of Patient's Complaints," 
Dr. Glassberg attended a Symposium: Auspices "Patient Care Management 
Concepts," in Denver, June 14. At Southern Illinois University Edwardsville campus 
on July 7, he spoke on "The Impetus to and Ethics of Sexual Behavior." His letter on 
"Misunderstanding of Sex Education," appeared in the June 17 issue of 
the Post-Dispatch. \ 
Moisy Shopper, M.D., was a discussant of Dr. Offer's paper on "Growing Up," in a 
speech to the Department of Psychiatry at the Hospital May 19. Also, he was a 
participant on a panel discussion on the subject, "The Meaning of Observed 
Behavior," at the National Association for Education of the Young Child Conference 
held at the Chase-Park Plaza on May 16. Dr. Shopper was recently elected a Fellow of 
the American Psychiatric Association. 
John M. Kissane, M.D., co-authored a paper "with LJ\ Dehner, M.D., Armed 
Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C., entitled, "Pyogenic Hepatic 
Absesses." The paper was published in the May Pediatrics Journal. At the May 17th 
Annual Alpha Omega Alpha Lecture, he spoke on "Two Victorians Look at Science." 
At a May meeting of the Third International Conference on Renal Pathology, Dr. 
Kissane participated in a panel discussion on "Cystic diseases of the kidney," at the 
New York Medical College. 
Morton E. Smith, M.D., was recently promoted to associate professor of 
Ophthalmology, effective July 1,1969. 
Leo A. Sachar, M.D., attended the first National Conference on Breast Cancer 
held in May in Washington, D.C. 
Steven L. Teitelbaum, M.D., and Luis Bessone, M.D., co-authored the article, 
"Resection of a Large Chondromyxoid Fibroma of the Sternum," in the Journal of 
Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery. 
Gunter Schmitt, D.D.S.,has been appointed a delegate to the National 
Conference of Council on Legislation by the American Dental Association which met 
in Washington, D.C, on June 17-18. Recently reappointed editor of the Newsletter 
of Academy of Oral Medicine, he attended the American Academy of Oral Medicine 
Convention in San Juan, Puerto Rico, April 19-May 3. 
Arnold S. Block, M.D., attended the annual meeting of the American Psychiatry 
Association in Miami Beach May 5-9. 
Jan T. Goff, M.D.,has been promoted to the rank of senior instructor in 
psychiatry at St. Louis University School of Medicine, effective September 1,1969. 
Robert Dodd, M.D., was a visiting Professor of Anesthesiology at the University 
of Nebraska College of medicine in Omaha the week of May 26. 
Harold J. Joseph, M.D., attended the American College of Physicians Convention 
at Tan-Tar-A May 21-May 25. The theme of the meeting was "Hyperlipidemia." 
Alex C. Sonnenwirth, Ph.D., director, division of microbiology, Department of 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, was one of seven invited advisors in the field of 
anti-biotic sensitivity testing who participated in a meeting of the Federal Drug 
Administration's Anti-Infective Agents Advisory Committee in Arlington, Virginia on 
June 17. Two papers entitled, "Ultrastructure of the pulmonary micro-circulation in 
experimental streptococcal bacteraemia," and "Microcirculatory changes in 
experimental bacteraemia," written by Dr. Sonnenwirth with Dr. W. E. Stehbens, 
Mery Kostianovsky, and Cammilla Kotrba, were accepted by the Quarterly Journal of 
Experimental Physiology, and Experimental Molecular Pathology, respectively, and 
will be published in the Fall of 1969. 
Norman J. Matulef, Ph.D., has been appointed consulting editor for The Journal of 
Professional Psychology. Dr. Matulef spoke on the subject of "Psychological 
Problems of Later Life," at the Jewish Community Center Association's Older Adult 
Services on July 10. 
Edmund V. Cowdry, Ph.D., attended the 8th International Congress of 
Gerontology in Washington D.C, August 29. The symposium was on Physiological 
Control Mechanisms. 
Nathan M. Simon, M.D., David Rothman, M.D., Jan T. Goff, M.D., and Audrey G. 
Senturia, A.B., co-authored a paper entitled "Psychological Factors Related to 
Spontaneous and Therapeutic Abortion," for the American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology July publication. 
Frank B. Wilson, Ph.D., was appointed associate professor of Speech Pathology in 
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Washington University. 
Marvin Rosecan, M.D., attended the Endocrine Society and American Diabetes 
Association meeting in New York on June 27-29. 
Paul S. Lowenstein, M.D., attended the International College of Angiology 
meeting in Rome, Italy on July 22-27. 
Harry Cutler, M.D., traveled to San Francisco in May to attend the annual meeting 
of the American Urological Association. 
J. G. Probstein, M.D., attended the American Medical Association meeting and 
The Society of Alimentary Surgeons in New York July 12-14. 




Edward B. Greensfelder, 
president, has announced 
contributions of $1,700,000 to the 
Advance Building Fund, which was 
established at the Hospital in 
October, 1968, in anticipation of 
future construction. The total 
includes the $1 million pledge made 
by the Jewish Hospital Auxiliary, 
which was reported in the June 
issue of "216." 
In acknowledging the gifts, Mr. 
Greensfelder said, "We are greatly 
encouraged by the spontaneous 
support which members of the 
community have pledged to the 
Hospital. Their recognition of our 
need to expand will enable us to 
maintain present programs at the 
same high level and develop new 
programs of medical excellence. 
"For the past three years a long 
range planning committee has 
analyzed the Hospital's resources 
and potential. Members of the 
Board, Medical Staff and the 
Administration have engaged in 
intensive evaluation concerning 
future needs of the institution in 
relation to the needs of the 
community. These needs are 
presently being brought into 
physical perspective by a leading 
architectural firm. Major emphasis 
in the planning calls for improved 
patient care facilities, ancillary 
services and additional parking." 
The proposed expansion 
program has been reviewed and 
approved by the Metropolitan St. 
Louis Hospital Planning 
Commission. It is anticipated that 
construction of the new multi-story 
parking facility will begin by the 
end of the year. 
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Mr. Edward McDonald (left) of the Marshall Associates organization, 
Chicago, Illinois, presents the First Place Winner's plaque to David A. Gee, 
executive director. 
Hospital Triple Crown 
Winner in Contest 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis 
became one of the first two triple 
crown winners in the National Pulse 
Awards Contest, held annually to 
evaluate public relations programs 
in hospitals from coast to coast. 
Two years ago, The Jewish Hospital 
took two of the three Pulse awards 
in its size group and has recently 
been announced as a winner in the 
1969 competition in the category 
of 530-bed hospitals. 
The national contest is 
conducted by Pulse on Patient 
Relations, a monthly newsletter 
distributed to more than 6,000 
hospitals throughout the United 
States. S.M. Edison Chemical 
Company, Inc., manufacturer of 
hospital   products,  sponsored  the 
1969 Pulse Awards Program. 
Judges of the national contest 
noted that the patient relations 
project at The Jewish Hospital, 
which took top honors this year, 
was truly people-oriented with a 
program that meets its goal of 
establishing a communications link 
between the patient and the many 
personnel attending his needs. The 
40-page entry, entitled, "All of Our 
Patients Are VIP's," told a story of 
total patient care by taking the 
reader through a typical hospital 
stay, from pre-admission to 
discharge. "It shows a great interest 
in the welfare of the patient," said 
the judges. "It presented an 
excellent story to the community it 
serves." 
Mrs. Florence Arnold, R. N. (left), Premature Nursery, looks on as Miss Margaret Loh, Director of 
Nursing, presents a $50 bond to Mrs. Ann Bromet, R. N. (right). Mrs. Bromet recruited Mrs. Arnold to the 
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DONOR IN   MEMORY   OF 
JOSEPHINE M. ADLER 
Irwin R. Harris 
GERTRUDE ALPERT 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Wolff 
ALBERT J. ALPORT 
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Fabric 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. David Lieberman 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
' BEN APPEL 
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Borowsky 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Caplan 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester L. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Waxman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
MR. ARNOLD 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Hoffman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
JUDGE ROBERT L. ARONSON 
Dr. and Mrs. William Berman 
Mrs. Mordecai B. Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Dankner 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. James M. Dreyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
David A. Gee 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
The Board of the Jewish Hospital 
Auxiliary 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Klein 
Mrs. Jane Lending 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Orenstein 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo S. Rosen 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Ross 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Gussie Rovics 
(Dr. Arthur E. Strauss Visiting 
Physicians Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Ruwitch 
(Joseph F. and Elizabeth R. Ruwitch 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Scharff, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Shainman 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome I. Simon 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald F. Unell 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
LOUIS ARONSTAM 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
JOSEPH AZRAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin M. Kanefield 
(Jackie Sue Margulis 
Liver Research Fund) 
EVA BAILIN 
Mrs. Frances W. Soffer 
MINNIE BASSIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin S. Barad 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Laba 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe C. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M. Pearline 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Poslosky 
Mrs. Marvin Powers 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Ross 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Molly Ruden 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Schraier 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Scissors 
(Audiology Department) 
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Sher 
Mrs. Earl R. Silver 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Steinbach 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton L. Wolfson 
ELSWORTH S. BAUMAN 
Mrs. Albert H. Arndt 
Mrs. Joseph L. Cohen 
Mrs. Julian B. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor N. Friedman 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Glaser 
Mrs. Gustave Greenfield 
Mr. John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lentin 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert F. Lewis 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Peltason 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reese 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris H. Rosenthal 
* See Special Gift Box 
.   D  „    , SIDNEY BERKOWITZ A. P. Poulson 
(Cancer Research Fund) 
DONOR IN MEMORY  OF 
ADELINE SCHWARTZ BERMAN 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Gotler 
(The "Middy" Fund) 
Mrs. Rose Harris 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Helen Mary Henry 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton H. Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz J. Mann 
Mrs. R. Shapiro 
(The "Middy" Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Sherman 
Marie M. Tackaberry 
DAVID BERMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Weisman 
SOPHIE STAMPFER BERNSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Biegelson 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Freund 
MAURICE O. BIRK 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Phillips 
Mrs. Harry Tenenbaum 
GEORGE BOGUSLAW 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Huber 
Estelle Kaplan 
Sadie Jean Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Rosenbloom 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
JENNIE BOOKMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Williams- 
NAOMI H. BRAND 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Schneider 
OSCAR BRAND 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
Robert N. Brand 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Schneider 
JAMES A. BUFFALIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
Memorial Scholarship Fund) 
HARRY CAPLAN 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Silverberg 
s LESLIE R. N. CARVALHO (Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Harry Tenenbaum 
HENRY CHAUTIN 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Beck and Dot 
The Cohens 
Mrs. Saul E. Cohn 
Miss Cecile Friedman 
JAKE CHERSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
BERTHA COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Glass 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hieken 
(Medical Intensive Care Unit Fund) 
Mrs. Sam Hieken 
(Medical Intensive Care Unit Fund) 
BESSIE KOPMAN COHEN 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Bortnick 
(Dr. Leon Foster Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Daniel R. Cohen 
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Cutler 
Mrs. Alice Friedman 
.Mr. and Mrs. Melville Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Gittelman 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isaacs, III 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Warner A. Isaacs 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel 
Mrs. Jack Irving Kaplan 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Karsh 
(Joseph D. Karsh Memorial Library 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Lippe 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerrold H. Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Ruwitch 
(Joseph F. and Elizabeth R. Ruwitch 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan W. Stein 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry N. Weiss 
Mrs. Zimmerman 
MINNIE COHEN 
Mrs. Louis P. Miller 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
BLANCHE COHN 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mintz 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reese 
Mrs. Samuel I. Sievers 
DON COOPER 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Kopitsky 
BELLE CORNITIUS 



























Ada A. Pitt 
Hazel Ross 
Ellena Snowdell 






Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
MANNIE CUTLER 
Mr. and Mrs. Hy Feldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Figler 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Fireside 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Stein 
Joe Stepnian 
MOTHER OF ROBERT DASKAL 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Sachar 
WALTHER M. DAU 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Scharff, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
DWIGHT DAVIS 
Mrs. William Conrad 
SIDNEY DENNIS 
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Borowsky 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome L. Goodman 
(Cancer Research Fund) 
NORMAN ECKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Bobroff 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cohen 
Mrs. Roberta Floom 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roth 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
EMIL EDELSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Ross 
ALICE M. EHRLICH 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Franc, Jr. 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
Mrs. Louis G. Rothschild 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
EDWIN EISENDRATH 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton D. May 
(Florence G., Morton J. and David 
May Memorial Research Fund) 
MAX ELSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Marks 
CAROL FAHRENDORF 
Dr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Sale, Jr. 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
SARAH FARBER 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin M. Kanefield 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
FATHER OF MRS. SAM FELDMAN 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Irvin Cohn 
Mrs. Jane Lending 
LEONARD P. FINDER 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Chabay 
ISADORE FISHEL 
Consumer Home Products Employees 
(The Julius and Sara Ginsberg 
Cancer Research and Therapy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hirschel Eichhorn 
LEO FRANK 
Mrs. Alaine M. Arndt 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby P. Cohn 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gellman 
Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice H. Plattner 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Shampaine 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Siegel 
Mrs. Murray Steinberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tucker 
ROSE FRANK 
Mrs. Ralph Weil 
ANNE FRIEDEL 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Gotler 
MAURICE L. FRIEDMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bierman 
Jo Ann Busch 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Busch 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Friedman 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gellman 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Goodman 
Mrs. Jack Irving Kaplan 
Donald G. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Shampaine 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Susman 
B. E. GARNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nathanson 
LOIS ELLIS GEE 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Albrecht 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred R. Arick 
(Audiology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Axelrod 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bassin 
Ben A'kiba Aid Society 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bierman 
Dr. and Mrs. Aaron Birenbaum 
Jason P. Blake 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Brod 
Mrs. Mordecai B. Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry, Jr. 
(Frimeth and Felix S. Dreyer 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Busch 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Chiles 
Mr. and Mrs. William Conrad 
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin H. Cohen 
Mrs. Jeanette D'Arcy 
Miss Sandy Ebehart 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED ARE USED FOR RESEARCH, APPLIANCES 
FOR CLINIC PATIENTS, NEW EQUIPMENT, AND OTHER WORTHY 
UNDERTAKINGS, SPONSORED BY THE JEWISH HOSPITAL AUXILIARY. 
THE FOLLOWING MEMORIAL AND HONORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS WERE 
RECEIVED DURING THE PERIOD MAY 15 TO JULY 15, 1969. ANY 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED AFTER JULY 15,1969, WILL BE LISTED IN THE 
NEXT 216. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS FUND MAY BE MADE BY SENDING CHECKS, 
PAYABLE TO THE JEWISH HOSPITAL TRIBUTE FUND, c/o MRS. HENRY H. 
STERN, MRS. A. ERNEST STEIN, 216 SOUTH KINGSHIGHWAY, ST. LOUIS, 
MISSOURI 63110. 
DONOR IN  MEMORY OF 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
(Norma and Jack E. Edlin Scholarship 
Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Einstein 
T. Z. Elinor 
Frieda E. Enss 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Fendelman 
(Rose G. Hoffman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Franc, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Freund 
Homer L. Fulkerson and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Gee 
Dr. and Mrs. Alexander S. Geha 
Mrs. David W. Goldberg 
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Goldstein 
Mrs. Alice P. Gresham 
Don Hager 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hausfater 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl J. Heifetz 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Highfill 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch 
Lilly D. Hoekstra 
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Home 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Horsh 
Mrs. Mabel P. Howell 
Mr. and Mrs. Warner A. Isaacs 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
Armand F. Jaquier 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Janes 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis- 
Auxiliary Board 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Faculty 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Graduate 
Students, Graduate Program in 
Hospital Administration 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis 
Department of Housekeeping 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Medical 
Staff 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Nursing 
Students 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Nursing 
Staff of the Obstetrics Department 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Nursing 
Service-Administrative Office 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. Harold J. Joseph 
Mrs. Bernice Kaplan 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee I. Kaufman 
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Kerchal 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Kessler 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Kirstein 
Dr. and Mrs. Justin F. Kraner 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Patti Leibsohn 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Lenobel 
Miss Paul M. Leonard 
Miss Barbara J. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Levy 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Levy 
Dr. and Mrs. David Littauer 
Dr. and Mrs. Virgil Loeb, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lowenbaum, III 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. Paul S. Lowenstein 
Mrs. Virginia Malone 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton D. May 
(Florence G., Morton J. and David 
May Scholarship Fund) 
Miss Mary F. McKeever 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C. Moog 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Lester Nathan 
Robert J. Nelson 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Orenstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Panhorst 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules L. Pass 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen M. Patz 
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Probstein 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Putzel 
(Helen R. Putzel Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Rev. Carl C. Rasche 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Richman 
Dorothy Rinderer 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Rosenberg 
Dr. and Mrs. David Rothman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rubright 
Joyce and Jackie Rudolph 
Dr. Leo A. Sachar 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Sale, Jr. 
Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Fred Z. Salomon 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Samuels 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Scharff, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon H. Schiller 
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Schneider 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene M. Schneider of 
New Market Hardware Company 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Schweich 
(William H. Schweich Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman R. Senturia 
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Sher 
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Shoenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Shoenberg 
Mr. Sydney M. Shoenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney M. Shoenberg, Jr. 
Rabbi and Mrs. Lawrence Siegel 
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Silver 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome I. Simon 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard G. Sisson 
Miss Czynia Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Soffer 
Dr. and Mrs. Alex C. Sonnenwirth 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule 
(Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot H. Stein 
Dr. and Mrs. Franz U. Steinberg 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stovall 
Dr. and Mrs. Irvin C. Susman 
Dr. and Mrs. Crofford C. Vermillion 
Mr. and Mrs. Millard A. Waldheim 
Dr. and Mrs. Helman C. Wasserman 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Robert Wegusen 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Westheimer 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Winfrey 
Mrs. Del Wilber 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Wittcoff 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Zimmerman 
* See Special Gift Box 
HARRY S. GLEICK 
Mrs. Harold M. Baer 
Mrs. Elsworth S. Bauman 
Mrs. Avery Carp 
Mrs. Julian B. Cohn 
Mrs. Milton Frank 
(Milton Frank Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor N. Friedman 
Mrs. Gustave Greenfield 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
Ralph W. Kalish 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee I. Kaufman 
Mrs. A. Rosenberger 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris H. Rosenthal 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. Harry Sandperi 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred F. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
EDWARD GLEITMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger 
Mrs. Orene Fisher 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott H. Stein 
BEN GOLDBERG 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Lang 
WILLIAM GOLDFORD 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bogart 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Gotler 
(The "Middy" Fund) 
Mrs. Joel L. Oberman 
Mrs. Louis Salomon 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Schneider 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Bessie and Mildred Smith 
BLANCHE LESSER GOLDMAN 
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Best 
(Alvin D. Goldman Memorial Fund) 
MRS. RALPH GOLDSMITH 
Mrs. Frederic A. Arnstein 
(Emil Nathan Jr. Memorial Fund 
for Surgical Intensive Care Unit) 
MORRIS A. GOLSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin M. Kanefield 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie F. Loewe 
Mrs. Molly Ruden 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Soffer 
DAVID GORDON 
Mrs. David B. Portnoy 
Mrs. Simon Portnoy 
HARVEY GORDON 
Mr. and Mrs. Jules L. Pass 
SIDNEY GOTTLIEB 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cornbleet 
Mr. and Mrs. Major B. Einstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford B. Glaser 
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall Greenman 
Mrs. Norman C. Wolff 
SI GRASNICK 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Greenberg 
(Heart Research Fund) 
BERNARD GREENSFELDER 
(Martha K. Greensfelder Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
RABBI MILTON GREENWALD 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
EVA GRUSKIN 
Mrs. Golda Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kolchinsky 
JACK GUERIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
(Cancer Research Fund) 
ANNETTE HARRIS 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
HARRY J. HARRIS 
Mrs. Lillian Franklin 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Harris 
m 
DONOR IN  MEMORY  OF 
Mrs. Benjamin G. Rubin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Sax 
BROTHER OF JESSIE M. HARRIS 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie A. Ross 
LARRY HATFIELD 
Consumer Home Products, Inc. 
(Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer 
Research and Therapy Fund) 
MORLEY M. HATTIS 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steinberg 
(Milton Price Memorial Fund) 
JUDITH BUSCH HAUSFATER 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berger 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Bruder and Son 
Jo Ann Busch 
Mrs. Marjorie Klausner Buxner 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cohen 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby P. Cohn 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Drazen 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Felberbaum 
Mrs. M. Michael Fishman 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. I. Jerome Fiance 
Mrs. Roberta Floom 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gerchen 
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Glass 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth O. Green 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Greensfelder, Jr. 
Guyden Distributing Corporation 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Jablonow 
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Jacobs 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
Dr. and Mrs. Barry Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis- 
Auxiliary Board 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kaplan 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Kleyman 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Laba 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Levitt 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Lippe 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Loeb 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Messing, III 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Meyers 
Kathryn Miner 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nathanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice H. Plattner 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Poslosky 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sacks 
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon H. Schiller 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Schneider 
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Schneider 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Phil Schwartz 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Shainman 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff L. Shear 
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Sher 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sherman 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Simon 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Soffer 
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Soffer 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule 
(Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
Starday—King Records 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
D.H. Toller—Bond, London Records, Inc. 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
Judge and Mrs. Noah Weinstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weinstock 
Dr. and Mrs. Martin L. Weissman 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Yalem 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander B. Zwick 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Zorertsky 
MAURICE HEN DIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Garden 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sholom Hendin 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaiser 
Mrs. Sarah Kreekun 
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Marmor 
Mrs. M. J. Popkin 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo S. Rosen 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Teffer 
MRS. WILBUR R. HESS 
Ernest Goldschmidt 
(Mylo Manufacturing Company) 
ROLLO M. HORWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic A. Arnstein, Jr. 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Abraham J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Ben D. Senturia 
Dr. and Mrs. Helman C. Wasserman 
HANNAH HUBER 
Louis Goodman 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome I. Simon 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester W. Zolla 
WALTER HUNDLEY 
Dr. Allen Wolff 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
JEROME HURWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Glass 
MARY ISAACS 
(Birthday) 
John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
THERESA JAQUIER 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred R. Arick 
(Audiology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bassin 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Mordecai B. Brown 
Mrs. Sol Fendelman 
(Rose G. Hoffman Memorial Fund) 
David A. Gee 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. High fill 
Board of The Jewish Hospital 
Auxiliary 
Jewish Hospital-Department of 
Housekeeping 
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis-OB Nurses 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Milton 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Patz 
Joyce and Jackie Rudolph 
DONOR IN MEMORY Of 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Gene M. Schneider 
New Market Hardware C. 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Rabbi and Mrs. Lawrence Siegel 
Dr. and Mrs. Alex C. Sonnenwirth 
HELEN, SISTER OF SAM KABAK 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kolchinsky 
BLANCHE KAHN 
Mrs. Ira B. Simon 
(Ira B. and Herbert Simon 
Research Fund) 
WILLIAM KANEFIELD 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kornblum 
SAMUEL KARFELD 
Brod-Dugan Company 
CAROL BORMASTER KAUFMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Macy Abrams 
Mrs. Viola Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Aronson 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baker 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Bauer 
Mr. and Mrs. Mannie Bernstein 
Herbert E. Bohren 
B. and R. Dry Goods Company 
Mrs. Herman Braufman 
Mrs. Archie Bregman 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton G. Brimer 
Cliff Dister 
Mrs. B. Epstein 
Louise S. Flynn 
Mrs. Mary Flynn 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Fowler 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack J. Frank 
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Friedman 
Louise Gitto 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Gold 
Mr. and Mrs. L. Goldberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Hahn 
Mrs. Rose Hartley 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin F. Irving 
Mary Jaboor 
Mary Johnson 
Mrs. Jack Irving Kaplan 
Mrs. Fannie F. Klarsfeld 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Kleban 
Mrs. Raymond Kohn 
LaSalle National Bank—Employees 
Robert J. Lee 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Genevieve Losito 




Jeanine A. Meyer 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Miller 
Kay O'Donnell 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Pasternak 
Ben Peck 
Mary M. Perry 
Mrs. Morris Pessikoff 
Jane E. Peterson 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Plattner 
Charles Ross Sales Agency 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Roselman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rosenheim 
Mrs. Benjamin G. Rubin 
Cornelia Ruth 
Mrs. Ben Samuels 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Schneider 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Martin Selighson 
Allen Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sherman 
Mrs. Audrey Stewart 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Suffian 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Suffian 
Helen Stupp 
Melvin Stupp 
Ralph H. Sutherland 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Thaler 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Tober 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Tofle 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Bruce Vittert 
Viola Vollet 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Robert Wegusen 
Jack H. Wolf 
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Zavack 
Allan H. Zerman 
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Zimmerman 
Mr. and Mrs\ Lester W. Zolla 
* See Special Gift Box 
ALBERT KELLMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fudemberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
BESSIE D. KESNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Dubinsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E. Freund, Jr. 
ISADOR KESSLER 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Kessler 
MORRIS KIRSCHMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel 
FATHER OF MRS. EDGAR KLEBAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
CARL N. KLEIN 
Mrs. Mordecai B. Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Flotken 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon G. Jacobson 
Misses Sadae and Lillian Landau 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Meisel 
(Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer 
Research and Therapy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Weisman 
EMMA KLERSCH 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Schneider 
RICHARD JOSEPH KLINE 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Boeger 
Mrs. Richard J. Kline 
Kenneth R. Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
Thomas K. Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Steiner 
SISTER OF MR. AND MRS. CLARENCE 
KOHNER 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Karpf 
IDA KRAMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bennett 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gellman 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Gitt 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin M. Kanefield 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Miller 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Ross 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwartzman 
Mrs. Fannie Schwartzman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Silberstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart H. Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul S. Zeve 
DONOR IN MEMORY Of      DONOR IN MEMORY OF        DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
MORRIS KULSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bogan 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gellman and 
Family 
Dr. and Mrs. Lance Gerowin 
J. W. Price 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Weinreb 
SARA RUSH KIN 




Mrs. Irving Rifkin 
ARNOLD LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
HIRAM LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Bettman, Jr. 
HYMAN G. LEVY 
Anna Brodsky 
Miss Paula M. Leonard 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Winfrey 
JACK LEVY 
Mrs. James M. Dreyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
TAMEN LEVY 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Huber 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Huber 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Shoninger 
Vickie and Rick 
DOROTHY COLTMAN LIEBERMAN 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stefan Ehrenfest 
Libson Shop f 30 
SAMUEL LIEBERT 
Eva Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlin Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Crasilneck 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman 
Mrs. William Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Poslosky 
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Sher 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J. Shuchart 
Sam Soffer 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Waldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
ALEX LIPSITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Berger 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Goldman 
Mrs. Abraham J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
FATHER OF MR. AND MRS. A 
LUSTGARTEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Hy Feldman 
LEO MAINZER 
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby P. Cohn 
BEN P. MANHEIMER, SR. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Arnold 
The Ettman Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Glaser, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mrs. Ernest Jonas 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nassauer 
BLANCHE S. MANHEIMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Arnold 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Caplan 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
The Ettman Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Freund 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Glaser, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Goodman 
John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
(Eleanor M. and John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
Mrs. Ernst Jonas 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Evelyn A. Manheimer 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nassauer 
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Sandperl 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A Scharff, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tucker^ 
CATHERINE MARCHETTI 
Mr. and Mrs. George Cohn 
DONALD M. MARKUS 
Mrs. Irven Dubinsky 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Henry L. Ettman 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. Ely E. Goldwasser 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kornblum 
Donald G. Levy 
Mrs. Nancy F. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Shifrin 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weinstock 
HARRY MATHES 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Strauss 
ISADOR MAY 
(90th Birthday) 
John A. Isaacs, Jr. 
(Eleanor M. and John A Isaacs, Jr. 
Research Fund) 
MORTON J. MAY 
(Birthday) (Florence G., Morton J. and David 
May Memorial Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Reilly 
Mrs. Abe Schlesinger II 
Mrs. Johanna Tremmel 
*See Special Gift Box 
SAM MEICHES 
Misses Bessie and Mildred Smith 
RENE METZGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Metzger 
OPHELIA MEYER 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Probstein 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
DR. MILTON H. MEYERHARDT 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
MILTON E. MEYERSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Aach 
Ann C. Bromet 
Mrs. Carl J. Finn 
Mrs. Gustave Greenfield 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Karpf 
Gertrude Mandlebaum 
Ben P. Manheimer, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Meyer 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mintz 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. H. Unterberger and Son 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Yawitz 
BELLE WEISSMAN MILLER 
Mrs. Orene Fisher 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Freund 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Garden 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Gold 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Golman 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Karpf 
Mrs. Abraham J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob N. Sapin 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Seldin 
BROTHER-IN-LAW OF EDWARD 
MILLER 
Mrs. Jane Lending 
JEROME MOLASKY 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
DOROTHY B. MUELLER 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Levy 
HUSBAND OF MARY A. NELSON 
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis- 
O.B. Nurses 
MRS. MILTON NOBEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Schneider 
MAURY NODIFF 
(Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer 
Research and Therapy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Cohen and Family 
Fay and Herman Israel 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Martin 
SAMUEL L. NUELL 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Armin 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Bert Baer 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley J. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Hy Feldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Kay 
(I. M. Kay Unrestricted 
Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Lang 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nathanson 
Mrs. Meyer Nuell 
Mrs. I. Perlmutter 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rifkin 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie A. Ross 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Sachar 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Seldin 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Soffer 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan W. Stein 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Sterling 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Tober 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol L. Wolff 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Yalem 
FREDERICK NUSSBAUM 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee I. Kaufman 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Ruwitch 
(Joseph F. and Elizabeth R. Ruwitch 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Scherck 
(Gordon and Marjorie L. Scherck 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
The Shoenberg Family 
RUTH OPPENHEIMER 
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Probe 
Mrs. Harry Tenenbaum 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
MOTHER OF MRS. HENRY 
PAPY 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Siegel 
and Family 
IDA PASTERNACK 
Miss Ann F. Blank 
PEARL PESSIKOFF 
Mrs. Morris Pessikoff 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
SAM PLUSKER 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Grodsky 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
SADIE PONT 
A Prebe and Jennie Poulson 
MARVIN POWERS 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Hanley D. Cohn 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch 
Dr. Milton H. Jasper (Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Kanefield 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Meyer 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Moll 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Polinsky 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Rosenbloom 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Ross 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schlesinger 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schmidt 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Sloan 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
MORTON M. RAINISH 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Caplan 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
NATHAN RAPAPORT 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Susman 
SAM RAPHAEL 
George Ehret 
Mrs. Marian Hager 
Don Orchard 
Don Rouland 
Mrs. Mildred Schroeder 
Larry Williams 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
HENRY RICE 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Rice 
MOTHER OF HARRY RICHMAN 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Rosenblatt 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
JOE RIFF 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Shampaine 
HARRY RUBENSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
JOSEPH M. SACKS 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Aberson 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Bert Baer 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Carp 
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley J. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Collinger 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Deutsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Fishel 
(Dr. Llewellyn Sale Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Frager 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Lance Gerowin 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hausfater 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay M. Lawton 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Lees 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Meyer Loomstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Max Marcus 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Moll 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nathanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Schneider 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Shainman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Shapiro 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan W. Stein 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice A. Steinback 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Tober 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Weiser 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford A. Weiss 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Zorensky 
MINNIE SALOMON 
Ben P. Manheimer, Jr. 
FATHER OF DR. AND MRS. SAMUEL 
M. SARNO 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Grossman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
LIBBY SCHIMMEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cohen and Family 
Mr. and Mrs. David Moulton 
Mrs. Fannie Shapiro 
BENJAMIN AND ANNA SCHNEIDER 
Mrs. Madeleine Brown 
IDA WEINBERG SCHNEIDER 
Miss Dorothee Block 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Fireside 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kaiser 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Dr. and Mrs. Sol Weber 
LENA SCHRAM 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. Hendin 
SAMUEL SCHUKAR 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Berger 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Fischman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Harris 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Lees 
Stanley Lentin 
Mr. and Mrs. Curt B. Levi 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Meisel 
(Julius and Sara Ginsberg Cancer 
Research and Therapy Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund)" 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Peltason 
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern, Jr. 
Mrs. Oscar Wildman 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul S. Zeve 
JOSEPH SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C. Moog 
HERBERT SCHWARTZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
I~3E 
DONOR IN  MEMORY  OF 
BROTHER OF MR. AND MRS. V. 
SCISSORS 
Mrs. Ida Recht 
SARAH SEIDEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Armin 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Bobroff 
Mrs. Oscar Brand 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Hy Feldman 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Fischer 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Leo Frank 
Pearl Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Golub 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Haimes 
Dr. and Mrs. Milton H. Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Kleyman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linsky 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roth 
Mr. and Mrs. I. Rothman 
Mrs. Ben Samuels 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Schenk 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Schneider 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Sophie Seidel 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Shainman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan W. Stein 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Susman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
Miss Lucille Tzinberg 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Louis Weinstein 
NATHAN SERKES 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Joseph L. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fisher 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Goodman 
Miss Paula M. Leonard 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis I. Lippe 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. David Portnoy 
Mrs. Simon Portnoy 
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Rosenbaum 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
Dr. and Mrs. Helman C. Wasserman 
M. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
SOL H. SERKES 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cohen 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Fleischer 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt L. Karney 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Kleban 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lazaroff 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M. Pearline 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Rosenbloom 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Siegel 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
REBECCA SHAEFER 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mintz 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
JACOB SHAIKOWITZ 
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Siteman 
JOSEPH SHAPIRO 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Aberson 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Beck 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greenberg 
Miss Bess Grodsky 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Kopelowitz 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert F. Lewis 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Morris 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Nussbaum 
Mrs. Joseph Sacks 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob N. Sapin 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
SAMUEL M. SHUCHART 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Al Fisher 
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett E. Frelich 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Levin 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mehlman 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert C. Moog and Donna 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Nussbaum 
Mrs. Marvin Powers 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Poslosky 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schlesinger 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Scissors 
(Audiology Fund) 
Mrs. Milton Strauss 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Tober 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry N. Weiss 
DONOR IN MEMORY OF 
SARA SIDEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hieken 
(Medical Intensive Care Unit) 
Mrs. Louis Mankofsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Schneider 
HARRY SIEGEL 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Smith 
ARLAN JOANN SILBER 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Schumaker 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
DR. NORMAN SINGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
SAM SINGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Katsev 
MRS. ROSS D. SIRAGUSA, SR. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MARY SMITH 
Mrs. Louise Thurman 
SEYMOUR SOKOLIK 
(Dr. Leon Foster Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Bortnick 
Marie Dengel 
Louise Droit 
Mrs. Leon Foster and Mark 
June Mullins 
Marie Seiter 
FLORENCE, AUNT OF MARCUS 
SOLOMON 
Mrs. Maury E. Reichman 
MINNIE SOLOMON 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst A. Freund 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Glaser 
SISTER OF MR. AND MRS. MOSS 
STERN 
Mr. and Mrs. Anson Klauber 
RAYMOND STRIFLING 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rosenblatt (Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Tureen 
ANNA TACKSER 
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Newman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
FATHER OF MRS. ALICE 
TENENBAUM 
AND FAMILY 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvyn Stupp 
HARRY TENENBAUM 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Howard W. Phillips 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Rice 
Mrs. Harry Tenenbaum 
MRS. CHARLES W. THELEEN 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
LOUIS THERAN 
Dr. Allan P. Wolff 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
VIRGINIA THOMECYZK 
Adelaide Cherbonnier 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
DOROTHY TREICHLINGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Treichlinger 
EDITH ACKERMAN TUHOLSKE 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wachenheim, Jr. 
WILLIAM WIELANSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Huber 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
Mrs. Morris Pessikoff 
(Carol Bormaster Kaufman 
Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Probstein 
(Elsie Probstein-Harry Koplar 
Brace Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Ross 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schmidt 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Scissors 
(Audiology Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Shapiro 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Spector 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
ETHEL WINER 
Miss Dorothee Block 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Glick 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Krasner 
Dr. and Mrs. Sol Weber 
SHIRLEY WILLICK 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome I. Simon 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Yalem 
JOSEPH WISE 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Israel 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul S. Zeve 
SAMUEL WOLFF 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Kosky 
BROTHER OF MRS. SOPHIE 
ZAVELSON 
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Friedman 
CELIA SCHRAMM ZORENSKY 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Armin 
Mr. and Mrs. Abram Berns 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bierman 
Dr. and Mrs. Benje Boonshaft 
Mrs. Edward J. Boonshaft 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Brasch 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Farber 
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett E. Frelich 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fudemberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Glazer 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Goldberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy R. Gralnick 
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Green 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Haimes 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hausfater 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hieken 
(Medical Intensive Care Unit) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hieken 
(Medical Intensive Care Unit) 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Hendin 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hirsch 
and Marianne 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
Associates of Jewish Hospital of St. Louis 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Katz 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Kopitsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Kramer 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Meyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Moskow 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Shroder 
Sandra Silverman 
* See Special Gift Box 
CM 
DONOR IN HONOR Of      DONOR IN HONOR Of 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
MOE KLAUBER 
(100th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Karpf 
JULIAN SIMON 
(91st Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Kirstein 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. Herbert B. Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research 
Fund) 
Mrs. Julian Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research 
Fund) 
MRS. MILTON GREENFIELD 
(85th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch 
JAY ARTHUR BIALOCK 
(80th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Jacobs 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
LESTER KORNBLITH 
(80th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Richman 
ARTHUR B. BAER 
(75th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Glaser, Jr. 
(H. Lister Tuholske Memorial 
Fund for Neurosurgery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Putzel 
(Helen R. Putzel Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Shamski 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tucker 
LAWRENCE MICHELSON 
(75th Birthday) 
Mrs. Daniel R. Cohen 
(Daniel R. Cohen Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
(Norma-Jack E. Edlin Scholarship 
Fund) 
Mrs. Selma Gusman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mrs. Roswell Messing 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Peltason 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Sachs 
(Louis and Sarah Sachs Memorial 
Fund) 
Mrs. Ben L. Shifrin 
(Ben L. Shifrin Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tiger 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yalem 
•See Special Gift Box 
MYRON N. FISHER 
(70th Birthday) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E. Freund, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mintz 
Mrs. Harry Schasch 
MRS. JOSEPHINE MUNCHWEILER 
(70th Birthday) 
Mrs. Fred E. S'Renco 
DR. SAMUEL D. SOULE 
(65th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morry D. Goldstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Schweich 
(William H. Schweich Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav A. Vittert 
EARL SUSMAN 
(60th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Schweich 
(William H. Schweich Memorial Fund) 
WILLARD L. LEVY 
(5 5th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Franc, Jr. 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
David A. Gee 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
I. Hirsch 
Mrs. Richard J. Kline 
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Netter, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Richman 
Mr. and Mrs. Millard A. Waldheim 
SIDNEY ARNOLD 
(50th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Molasky 




Mr. and Mrs. Herman Glick 
RICHARD LEWIN 
(50th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
MILDRED SMITH 
(50th Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Schneider 




Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
SIDNEY ASHER 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Brody 
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Tureen 
MR. AND MRS. F. BERT BAER 
(Special Birthdays) 
(Alice and F. Bert Baer 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hermin C. Seldin 
Mrs. Walter V. Wolff 
DAVID BARON 
(Special Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin K. Popper 
MRS. M. ERWIN BRY 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. James M. Dreyer 
and Family 
ALVIN R. COOPER 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tucker 
MRS. FRED EPSTEIN 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Bert Baer 
BERNARD FAGIN 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul S. Zeve 
ALFRED FLEISHMAN 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MRS. HARRY L. FRANC, JR. 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
David A. Gee 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
FRANK FRIEDMAN 
(Birthday) 
Dr. and Mrs. Morris Alex 
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Dankner 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Edelstein 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Heyman (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
COURTNEY A. GOULD 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MRS. GUSTAVE GREENFIELD 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Beckye M Elkas 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott G. Lentin 
Mr. and Mrs. Barton L. Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Sol Meyer, Jr. 
DR. PAUL K. HAGEN 
(Special Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hans K. Hagen 
MRS. DAVID HEARSH 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
MRS. HERMAN W. HEYMAN 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
MELVIN HILB 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. S. Hieken 
Milton Hieken 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. DORIS KAPLAN 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Kopitsky 
and Sons 
RICHARD EDWARD KLINE 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
MRS. MARJORIE FRANK LESSER 
Mrs. Julius B. Cronheim 
MRS. ALAN BUDD LEWIN 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
Kenneth R. Langsdorf 
Thomas K. Langsdorf 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
MRS. BENJAMIN M. LOEB 
(Birthday) 
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Agress 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Barker 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bierman 
Mrs. Leslie R. N. Carvalho 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Desbecker 
Dr. and Mrs. Max Deutch 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Einstein 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Gerhard Gruenfeld 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee I. Kaufman 
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Liberman 
Mrs. Samuel H. Liberman 
Dr. and Mrs. Virgil Loeb, Jr. 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Meissner, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton L. Meyer 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Peltason 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert I. Stix 
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Wallbrunn 
(Benjamin M. Loeb Memorial Fund) 
MRS. F. LOEWE 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Sol Meyer, Jr. 
IRVING LONDY 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Erwin Bry, Jr. 
(Felix S. and Frimeth Dreyer 
Memorial Fund) 
MRS. OSCAR MARX 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Sol Meyer, Jr. 
MRS. EMIL MAYER 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Sol Meyer, Jr. 
BERNARD MELLITZ 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. ELVIN K. POPPER 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
JOE RAYMAN 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isaacs, III 




Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tucker 
MRS. SIDNEY SALOMON III 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Liberman 
HERBERT S. SCHIELE 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Frederic A. Arnstein 
(Emil Nathan Jr. Memorial Fund for 
Surgical Intensive Care Unit) 
MRS. HERMAN C. SELDIN 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Bert Baer 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Bettman, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Soule 
(Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
SIDNEY M. SHOENBERG, JR. 
(Birthday) 
David A. Gee 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MRS. SAMUEL D. SOULE 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Sachar 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay V. Zimmerman 
MRS. NORMAN TOBIAS 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
N. ROBERT WEGUSEN 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MRS. JOSIE WEIL 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Sol Meyer, Jr. 
MRS. CHARLES H. YALEM 
(Birthday) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Edlin 
(Norma and Jack E. Edlin 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Norma S. Mendle 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Schweich 
(William H. Schweich Memorial Fund) 
CHARLES H. YALEM 
(Birthday) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
PARENTS OF MR. AND MRS. DAVID 
TURKIN 
(65th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Stein 
MR. AND MRS. ALFRED TREPP 
(60th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Roswell Messing 
MR. AND MRS. J. I. BIRNBAUM 
(55th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
MR. AND MRS. SOL SAPOT 
(51st Wedding Anniversary) 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Bortnick 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Milton Hieken 
Mrs. S. Hieken 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. SAM HACKER 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Routman 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. DAVID HEARSH 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
MR. AND MRS. MAYNARD 
KOLBRENER 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Helen Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin J. Mednikow 
Mr. and Mrs. Hanford G. Sher 
DR. AND MRS. GUSTAV D. LANG 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hans K. Hagen 
MR. AND MRS. SAM MILTON 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard B. Eder 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Flotken 
Mrs. Jean M. Hamburg 
Dr. and Mrs. Solon P. Harris 
Mr. and Mrs. Karol A. Korngold 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Mathes 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe H. Rosenthal 
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon H. Schiller 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Schwab 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome R. Wollman 
MR. AND MRS. FRED F. SALE 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Meyer 
MR. AND MRS. SAMUEL B. SINGER 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. I. W. Lehman 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Meyer 
MR. AND MRS. EDWIN WOLFNER 
(50th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil 
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS CHANGAR 
(40th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Treichlinger 
MR. AND MRS. PAUL LYSS 
(40th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wayne 
MR. AND MRS. SAM SOBEL 
(40th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Kalishman 
MR. AND MRS. MEYER K. WEIL 
(40th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hilb 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. FRANK 
FLEISCHAKER 
(35th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. MILTON KIRSHBAUM 
(35th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Hirsch 
DR. AND MRS. DAVID ROTHMAN 
(35th Wedding Anniversary) 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard 
MR. AND MRS. ERWIN JAFFE 
(30th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ely E. Goldwasser 
MR. AND MRS. FRANK P. WOLFF 
(30th Wedding Anniversary) 
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin H. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Fleischer 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Kirstein 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT L. BUELL 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Silverman 
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS CORMAN 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jean B. Charak 
MR. AND MRS. BERNARD EDER 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH J. 
GOLDSTEIN 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Stern 
DR. AND MRS. JUSTIN F. KRANER 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Freund 
MR. AND MRS. JOHN D. LEVY 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Susman 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Wolff 
MR. AND MRS. LESLIE PORTNOY 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. SOL ROTHMAN 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Glazer 
DR. AND MRS. GUNTER SCHMIDT 
(25th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Milton 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
Dr. and Mrs. Sherman J. LeMaster 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul T. Putzel 
MR. AND MRS. GENE M. SCHNEIDER 
(20th Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Schneider 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
rw 
DONOR IN HONOR  OF 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT WEITZER 
(20th Wedding Anniversary) 
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Rennard 
MR. AND MRS. STANLEY M. COHEN 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MR. AND MRS. ALVIN R. COOPER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Leslie R. N. Carvalho 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. STEVEN EHRENFEST 
(Special Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig M. Priebat 
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD B. 
GREENSFELDER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Barbara Janes 
MR. AND MRS. MAURICE 
HANDELSMAN 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan H. Jacobson 
MR. AND MRS. I. N. KESSLER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Myles F. Kessler 
(Emil Nathan, Jr. Memorial Fund 
for Surgical Intensive Care Unit) 
MR. AND MRS. BRAM J. LEWIN 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Janes 
MR. AND MRS. HARRY D. SCHNEIDER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene M. Schneider 
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Schneider 
DR. AND MRS. SAM SCHNEIDER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. DONALD STEELE 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES WERNER 
(Wedding Anniversary) 
Mrs. Maurice O. Birk 
(Harry Tenenbaum Memorial Fund) 
ALAN J. ABRAMS 
(Recovery) 
Miss Eva Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
DR. HARRY AGRESS 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
MRS. DAVID BAMBERGER 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
EVELYN K. BLOCK 
(Recovery) 
Miss Dorothee Block 
CARL D. BLOCK 
(Recovery) 
Miss Dorothee Block 
Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
IRVING BOGARD 
(Recovery) 
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Marmor 
HENRY H. BULLARD, JR. 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Lowy 
CHARLES S. CHAZEN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Schechter 
Joe Stepman 
MRS. EVA COHEN 
(Recovery) 
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Marmor 
Mrs. Roswell Messing 
Mrs. Abraham J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Julian Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research 
Fund) 
MRS. BERTHA COHEN 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Adolph Neuman 
MRS. MEYER COHEN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene M. Schneider 
(Oscar Brand Memorial Fund) 
JERRY EPSTEIN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Rosenbloom 
RAYMOND A. EPSTEIN 
(Recovery) 




MRS. FANNIE FELDMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry A. Wilson 
MISS SHIRLEY FELDMAN 
(Recovery) 
Harry E. Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
SAMUEL FLEISCHMANN 
(Recovery) 
Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
MRS. ADA FRIEDMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. MELISSE FREY 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
A. W. FUNK 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin S. Barad 
MRS. HARRY GELB 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Rose Harris 
DON GELLMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Jasper 
(Dorothy P. Jasper Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurie H. Plattner 
MRS. MORRIS GLASER 
(Recovery) 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard J. Rosen 
LESTER GLICKMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Sara B. Rudman 





DR. ALFRED GOLDMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Kalishman 
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Kalishman 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR  Of 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Seldin 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett F. Sher 
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel B. Sher 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Steinbach 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
ALAN GOODMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. David Schumaker 
(Edna E. Peterson Scholarship Fund) 
JOSEPH GRABER. 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
MRS. SADIE GREENBERG 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Isadore J. Gale 
AL HARRIS 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Hymen Polishuk 
BERNEY HARRIS 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
MELVIN HILB 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius H. Drucker 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Miss Daisy Sheffier (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Ira B. Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research 
Fund) 
BERNIE J. HIRSCH 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Eli C. Seigel 
MRS. DAVID HONIGBERG 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Ruth Lewin 
MRS. HERMAN KATCHER 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cohen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
I. N. KESSLER 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. I. N. Kessler 
(Emil Nathan, Jr. Memorial Fund 
for Surgical Intensive Care Unit) 
MRS. KAROL A. KORNGOLD 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Julian Simon 




Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
MRS. LENA KUENSTLER 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Adolph Neuman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Neuman 
MRS. VERA LEHRMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. George Glass 
MRS. DAVID LENTZER 
(Recovery) 
Miss Dorothee Block 
CURT B. LEVI 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Goralnick 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Harlee Shoe Findings, Inc. 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Edith R. Levi 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Weil 
MAX LEVY 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Schneider 




Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
HARRY E. LIEBERMAN 
(Recovery) 
Miss Shirley Feldman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mrs. Harry E. Lieberman 
Mrs. Mildred Shapiro 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sokolik, Karen, 
Steven and Roger 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
JACK LIPSITZ 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Cohen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mrs. Isadore J. Gale 
MRS. LEWIS LITTMANN (Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
JACK LONDON 
(Recovery) 
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob G. Probstein 




Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
RUTH LOEWE 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 




Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Susman 
DR. WILLIAM A. MARMOR 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Cohen 
MRS. NATHAN MATHES 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gelber 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Julian B. Mathes 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Shanfeld 
(Jackie Sue Margulis Liver 
Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Steinbach 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Patricia and Frederic Steinbach 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
Miss Susan Steinbach 
(Sadye Mathes Special Fund) 
MARK MEHLMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
MRS. MORRIS NOVACK 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. David Rickensohl 
LEO NEUMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Neuman 
LOUIS ORENSTEIN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sholom Hendin 
DONOR IN HONOR Of 
EDWIN PALLO 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mrs. Edward J. Boonshaft 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Gitt 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson L. Gould 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Joseph 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lewis Spiegel 
(Blood Research Fund) 
JOSEPH PASTERNAK 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Spielberg 
MRS. WILLIAM PLATT 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
NANCY RENNARD 
(Recovery) 
Sidney A. Rennard 
ALFRED RICHTER 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer K. Weil 
NATHAN ROCHMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Raymond M. Freed 
DONALD K. ROSS (Recovery) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
IRWIN ROSS 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Ross 
MRS. BESS ROSENTHAL 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Kramer 





Mrs. Isadore J. Gale 
NANCY SCHMIDT 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 




Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Bronstein 
JEFF SERKES 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
ALVIN SHUCHART 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Bender 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hirsch 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Molasky 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morgan 
(William and Jerome Molasky 
Memorial Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schlesinger 




Mrs. Maurice Davis 
EDWARD SORKIN 
(Recovery) 




Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Smith 
IRVING SUSMAN 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. William Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Levinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Liberman 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lewis Spiegel 






Mr. and Mrs. Jack Grossman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
THELMA ZISKIND 
(Recovery) 
Mrs. Abraham J. Novoson 
(Irven Dubinsky Memorial Fund) 
GUSSIE ZORENSKY 
(Recovery) 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Starr 





Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Meyerhardt 








Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Hearsh 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander B. Zwick 
JEFF DREYER 
(Confirmation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
MRS. JULIUS GINSBERG 
(Confirmation of Grandson) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
RICHARD HYATT 
(Confirmation) 
Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
ANDREW JARETT 
(Confirmation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander B. Zwick 
MRS. T. LENDING 
(Confirmation of Grandson, 
Robert) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. HERBERT F. LEWIS 
(Confirmation of Grandson, 
Jack Mosinger) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. LEON S. LOEB 
(Confirmation of Granddaughter, 
Beth Fudemberg) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR Of 
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SURINSKY 
(Confirmation of Granddaughter, 
Karen Suffian) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. BERNARD SALKY 
(Confirmation of daughter) 
Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
MR. AND MRS. FRANK S. SCALLET 
(Confirmation of Granddaughter, 
Jani Lite) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg (Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. STELLA SIEGFRIED 
(Confirmation of Grandson, 
Martin Hahn and Granddaughter, 
Ida Spielberg 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
M. ERWIN BRY, III 
(Graduation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT L. BUELL 
(Mark s graduation from High School) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT L. BUELL 
(Bobbie's graduation from 
University of Wisconsin) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
MR. AND MRS. JULIUS COHEN 
(Graduation of Grandson) 
Mrs. Isadore J. Gale 
LYNN DREYER 
(Graduation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewin 
RUTH ELBAUM 
(Graduation) 
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Brown 
MRS. MARCUS A. FELDMAN 
(Graduation of grandson, Jeffrey) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
STUART GHERTNER 
(Degree) 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin R. Ukman 
STEVEN GUY HARRIS 
(Graduation) 
Mrs. Sarah Goodman 
LINDA ANN LEVY 
(Graduation from College) 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Morgan 




Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Kleyman 
CLIFFORD LIBRACH 
(Graduation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Kleyman 
MATHEW LIBRACH 
(Graduation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Kleyman 
MORTON J. MAY 
(Graduation) 
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
Mrs. Arthur Lieber 
MR. AND MRS. LLOYD BUD SCHULTZ 
(Graduation of son from 
High School) 
Mrs. Joel Malen 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
STEVE SILVERMAN 
(Graduation from College) 
Misses Gussie and Tillie Frenzel 
DR. AND MRS. ARTHUR R. 
BORTNICK 
(Marriage of Daughter, Betty) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT BROD 
(Their Marriage) 
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
MR. AND MRS. JERRY CHOD 
(Son's Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Komen 
DR. AND MRS. I. JEROME FLANCE 
(Marriage of Son, Stephen) 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen 
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lieberman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. DAVID 
FLEISCHAKER 
(Their Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. I. H. GARDNER 
(Their Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Waxman 
(Bernard Lieberman Memorial Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. ERNEST HOMMEL 
(Marriage of Daughter, Be Be) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
(Dr. Samuel D. Soule Research Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. HENRY LERNER 
(Their Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe S. Rovak 
MR. AND MRS. HARRY E. 
LIEBERMAN 
(Their Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gellman 
Mrs. Milton H. Meyerhardt 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
DONOR IN HONOR OF 
DONNA MOOG (Her Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Sandperl 
Mr. and Mrs. Sander B. Zwick 
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM NUSSBAUM 
(Their Marriage) 
Mr. and Mrs. John Bamberger 
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH F. RUWITCH 
(Marriage of Daughter, Jane) 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fleischaker 
(Dr. Milton H. Meyerhardt Memorial 
Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. GIDEON H. SCHILLER 
(Marriage of their daughter) 
Dr. and Mrs. Irwin Jarett 
LISA STEINER 
(Her Marriage) 
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Eckert 
MR. AND MRS. STUART BARTFELD 
(Birth of baby daughter) 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
MRS. BARBARA BERGER 
(New Arrival) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Kopitsky 
MR. AND MRS. JOHN L. BOEGER (New Son) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. GENE COOPER 
(Birth of twin daughters) 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry A. Wilson 
MR. AND MRS. NATHAN 
COPPERSMITH 
(Birth of granddaughter) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Scissors 
(Audiology Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. HAROLD P. 
KOPITSKY 
(Birth of new son) 
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Bierman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT LEVITT 
(New Daughter) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Loomstein 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. LAWRENCE M. 
POGER 
(New Daughter) 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. ED ROSE 
(Birth of twin grandsons) 
Mrs. David N. Grosberg 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. DAVID SCHAFFER 
(New Daughter) 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Seiner 
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD 
SCHNEIDER 
(New Arrival) 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy J. Silberblatt 
MRS. EDNA MALEN 
(In appreciation of services 
given our son-in-law, Lane Steinger) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bram J. Lewin 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MR. AND MRS. I. E. MILLSTONE 
(In appreciation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Langsdorf 
(The "Middy" Fund) 
DR. DAVID ROTHMAN 
(In Appreciation) 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Cohen 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Rosen 
(Ob-Gyn Research) 
JEWISH HOSPITAL AUXILIARY 
OFFICERS AND WORKERS OF 1968 
Mrs. Clarence A. Schwabe 
JEWISH HOSPITAL OF ST. LOUIS 
AUXILIARY 
Barnes Hospital Auxiliary 
MR. AND MRS. ARNOLD LEVIN 
(New Home) 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Moll 
ROSS GERSTEIN 
(Successful operation) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Kopitsky 
MR. AND MRS. SAM RIEZMAN 
(Happy Occasion) 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Friedman 
(Edna Malen Scholarship Fund) 
MRS. IDA SCHNEIDER 
(Good Health) 
Gertrude Cohen 
HARRY E. MILTON 
(Father's Day) 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Schwab 
MR. AND MRS. NELSON L. GOULD 
(Blood Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Grossman 
MR. AND MRS. LOUIS T. LIPPE 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Grossman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
MRS. SOLOMON WEINTRAUB 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Seldin 
MR. AND MRS. HAROLD ZAGER 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Grossman 
(Blood Research Fund) 
DONATIONS 
Anonymous 
Mrs. Ben Cornbleet 
(Rebecca Senturia Memorial 
Library Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Herrmann 
Lorene Mathieson 
Mrs. Sam Rosenbloom 
THE JEWISH HOSPITAL OF ST. LOUIS TRIBUTE FUND 
for 
Research and Aid to Clinic Patients 
(Use this form to make tax deductible contributions) 
Please Print: 
IN MEMORY  
IN HONOR  
Enclosed is my contribution of $  
(please make check payable to: Jewish Hospital Tribute Fund) 
Please inform  
Address  
Tribute is from  
(please print your full name) 
Address  
Sponsored by The Jewish Hospital Auxiliary 
Co-chairmen: Mrs. Henry H. Stern, Mrs. A. Ernest Stein 
SEND TO:      The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis Tribute Fund 
216 South Kingshighway Boulevard 





For  Handicapped  Persons From Every 
Age Group 
For Young Men and Women From All 
Economic   Groups,   City   and   County 
For  Children Who Can't Be  in Their 
Own  Homes 
For the  III  and  Infirm  in Their Own 
Homes 
For  Anyone   in the Community Who 
Needs     Blood     Urgently     and     Fast 
For Those Who Have Trouble Hearing 
or Speaking 
Share For   Children   Who   Need  the  Special Benefits       of       Institutional       Care 
OPE is in your hands 
United* » 
FundJ 
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Graduation Ceremonies 
During the ceremony, top honors were awarded to Mrs. Gayle Mann 
Lutz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Mann, New Haven, Missouri. Mrs. 
Lutz won the $1,000 Jewish Hospital Auxiliary Award, given annually to 
the graduating senior who ranks first in her class. 
Miss Anita Kay Propst, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Propst, 
1018 Fairmont, Jefferson City, Missouri, received the $500 Hattie 
Waldheim Scholarship, as the second highest ranking senior in the 1969 
graduating class. Miss Sheila Ann Rubach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer 
Rubach, Route 1, Campbell Hill, Illinois, received honorable mention. 
MissDianne Benz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Benz, 9913 Jan 
Drive, St. Louis, received the Franc Award of $100 bond and a Silver Key 
as the highest ranking freshman in the School of Nursing. Miss Mary 
Kathryn Kramer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Felix B. Kramer, 7212 Delta S., 
St. Louis, and Miss Ann Marie Laramie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Raymond F. Laramie, 625 Florist, Kirkwood, received honorable mention. 
Mrs. Marcia Uene Levinstein Schupbach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Levinstein, 7535 Dajoby Lane, University City, was selected as the student 
who showed outstanding kindness and consideration to patients. She 
received a $25 Franc Award. 
Miss Mary Elizabeth Landolt was recognized for outstanding interest 
and participation in student activities. She received a $25 Franc Award. 
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. John P. Landolt, 12739 Big Bend, St. Louis. 
Scholarships were awarded to seven graduate nurses of the Hospital. 
The special awards are given to a graduate nurse of The Jewish Hospital 
as a means to further their education and advance the nursing profession 
through graduate study. 
The Elsie Probstein Scholarship given by Dr. Jacob Probstein and 
children, was received by Mrs. Dolly Herndon, head nurse on Division 5 
Center. Mrs. Herndon will continue her education as a part-time student at 
the University of Missouri. 
The Lillie E. Green Scholarship, awarded each year through the efforts 
of Dr. Jacob Probstein, was presented to Mrs. Ann Bromet, head nurse on 
Post-Partum. In furthering her nursing education, Mrs. Bromet will 
continue her studies as a part-time student at Forest Park Community 
College. 
Mrs. Willa Jean Nelson, evening supervisor for medicine, received the 
Leo C. Fuller Scholarship, given by Mrs. Robert S. Weinstock and Mrs. 
Morton R. Bearman. Mrs. Nelson will attend St> Louis University this fall 
on a part-time basis. 
The Sam and Jeannette Koplar Scholarship, given by Mr. Sam Koplar, 
was awarded to Mrs. Helen Krajacic, head nurse on 4 south. Mrs. Krajacic 
will enroll this fall at the University of Missouri as a part-time student. 
Miss Sue Williams, staff nurse in the Medical Intensive Care Unit, was 
the recipient of the Frieda H. Leonson Scholarship, given by Mr. and Mrs. 
Leon Leonson. Miss Williams will attend St. Louis University as a part-time 
student. 
The Helen A. Salomon Scholarship was awarded to Miss Kathleen 
Welsh, head nurse on Division 3 south-west. This Scholarship given by Mrs. 
Helen A. Salomon, will enable Miss Welsh to continue her education as a 
part-time student at the University of Missouri. 
The Barney Fisher Scholarship Fund, established by Mrs. Goldie 
Fishman in memory of her son, was received by Mrs. Phyllis Jackson, 
assistant director of nursing, Department of Psychiatry. 
Mrs. Harry L. Franc presented the Franc Awards, Mrs. Norman W. 
Drey, Auxiliary President, presented the Hospital Auxiliary Award, and 
Mrs. Stanley M. Cohen, Chairman, Committee on Nursing announced the 
Blanche Greenwald Award, Elsie Probstein Scholarship, Lillie E. Green 
Scholarships, Leo C. Fuller Scholarship, Sam and Jeannette Koplar 
Scholarship, Frieda Leonson Scholarship, Helen A. Salomon Scholarship, 
Hattie Waldheim Scholarship, and the Barney Fisher Scholarship. 
1969 Jewish Hospital School of Nursing Graduates 
Marcia Louise Alexander, St. Louis, Mo.; Cynthia Jane Baird, Overland, 
Mo.; Mrs. Mary Patricia Banks Fischer, East St. Louis, 111.; Linda Carol 
Blank, St. Louis, Mo.; Deborah Lynn Boyher, St. Louis, Mo.; Cathy Ann 
Chapman, Crystal City, Mo.; Bellene Elias Cohen, Kansas City, Mo.; 
Margaret Ann Cregan, St. Charles, Mo.; Jeannette Cheryl Crull, Portland, 
Mo.; Nancy Ruth Ehrlich, Collinsville, 111. 
Barbara Ann Eiler, Owensville, Mo.; Gail Ann Garlock, Gerald, Mo.; Mrs. 
Katherine Frances Nixon Gifford, St. Louis, Mo.; Laura Anne Haugh, 
Hannibal, Mo.; Ann Elizabeth Hennekes, Florissant, Mo.; Jane Lynn 
Higgins, Caseyville, 111.; Elizabeth Ann Honigfort, St. Louis, Mo.; Mary 
Ann Johanningmeier, St. Louis, Mo.; Judith Ann Jones, St. Louis, Mo.; 
Brenda Louise Kindel, Villa Ridge, Mo. 
Virginia Anne Klima, St. Louis, Mo.; Diedre Yvonne Knight, Arnold, 
Mo.; Deborah Joan Koch, Red Bud, 111.; Delores Mary Krebel, Prairie du 
Rocher, 111.; Frances Kay Kuhn, Edwardsville, 111.; Mary Elizabeth Landolt, 
St. Louis, Mo.; Laura Helen Lapidus, University City, Mo.; Susan Jane 
Lodge, Geneseo, 111.; Gayle Virginia Mann Lutz, New Haven, Mo.; Janis Ann 
Maher, St. Louis, Mo. 
Myrna Louise Mahnken, Steeleville, 111.; Stephanie Anne Matoushek, St. 
Louis, Mo.; Kathleen Marie Mattes, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Renee Cheri 
Moehrle, Richmond Heights, Mo.; Janice Kay Moelm, St. Louis, Mo.; 
Louise Laura Moormann, DeSoto, Mo.; Mrs. Rosemary Elizabeth Pithers 
Newman, Ferguson, Mo.; Anita Kay Propst, Jefferson City, Mo.; Mrs. Billy 
Ann Foutch Roberts, St. Louis, Mo.; Mary Teresa Rogers, Cahokia, 111. 
Sheila Ann Rubach, Campbell Hill, 111.; Karen Marie Schaefer, Belleville, 
111.; Elizabeth Ann Schaffner, Evansville, 111.; Mary Catherine Schlereth, 
Florissant, Mo.; Janet Magdline Schmitt, DeSoto, Mo.; Janice Madline 
Schmitt, DeSoto, Mo.; Mrs. Marcia Ilene Levinstein Schupbach, 
Maplewood, Mo.; Sherryl Ann Smothers, Dupo, 111.; Donna Jean Soucy, 
St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Karen Ann Jansen Spring, St. Louis, Mo. 
Marsha Ann Sprung, St. Louis, Mo.; Nancy Ellen Staley, Florissant, 
Mo.; Janice Gail Stewart, Benton, 111.; Mrs. Luann Hoffman Valentine, St. 
Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Judith Carolyn Roberts Vardeleon, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. 
Alison Leigh Clark Vuylsteke, St. Louis, Mo., Judy Lee Siebert Ward, 
Mehlville, Mo.; Carolyn Sue Widdows, Caseyville, 111.; Mary Lou Young, 
Chester, 111.; Mrs. Christine Ann Bauer Zucco, St. Louis, Mo. 
■■BI^^^HHMIiBBMI 
Mrs. Norman W. Drey, (center), Auxiliary President, is surrounded by senior class members (left to 
right) Sheila Rubach, Carolyn Widdows, Anita Kay Propst, Gayle Mann Lutz and Marcia Levinstein 
Schupbach. The students, as representatives of their class, thank Mrs. Drey for the roses which each girl 
received as a gift from the Women's Auxiliary. 
Margaret Loh, director of nursing, (left) presides at 
the pinning ceremony as Mary Elizabeth Landolt 
happily receives her nursing pin as a symbol of 
successful completion of her nurses training. 
Mrs. Dolly Herndon, (left) received the Elsie 
Probstein Scholarship, and Mrs. Helen Krajacic 
was awarded the Sam and Jeannette Koplar 
Scholarship. 
Ann Hennekes presented the senior class 
address to class members and guests at the 
graduation ceremony. 
Committee on Nursing members (left to right) Mrs. Russell L. Novoson, Mrs. Gordon Scherck, Mrs. Stanley M. 
Cohen, Chairman, Mrs. Louis R. Putzel, Mrs. Harry Franc, Mrs. Norman W. Drey, Auxiliary President, Mrs. 
Bernard Mellitz, and Mrs. R. R. Zimmerman, attended the graduation ceremonies and reception. 
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Administrative Resident Named      Farrell Show Direct From Room 711 
Richard W. Brown 
Richard W. Brown has been 
named Administrative Resident for 
The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis 
for an eight-month intern program 




Mrs. Barbara Janes, Director of 
Community Relations, has been 
named Director of the new Jewish 
Hospital Development Office, 
located in the Central Medical 
Building at 4910 Forest Park 
Boulevard, Room 312, according to 
David A. Gee, executive director. 
The office has been established 
to carry out all ongoing fund raising 
activities for the Hospital, as well as 
planning for the future building 
expansion program which will be 
announced in the future. 
Mrs. Janes joined the hospital in 
1964 as Director of Public 
Relations. In 1966 she was named 
Director of Community Relations 
in charge of Public and Patient 
Relations and ongoing 
Development. 
Mrs. Lydia Motchan, formerly 
editor and photographer for the 
Hospital publication "216" has 
been named Assistant to the Fund 
Director. She will continue her 
activities as Executive Secretary of 
the Associates of The Jewish 
Hospital of St. Louis and will carry 
out public relations and community 
relations activities related to the 
ongoing Development program. 
Mrs. Evelyn Tackett, formerly 
Jewish Hospital Auxiliary Tribute 
Fund Coordinator, has been named 
List Supervisor and will be in 
charge of developing systems 
procedures for the expansion fund 
program. 
Mrs. Belle Greenblatt has been 
appointed Executive Secretary for 
the Tribute Fund, which is also 
located in the new Development 
Office. 
Mr.   Brown,   who   has  just       The phone line to room 711 had 
completed a year of graduate study never been as busy or connected 
Hospital   Administration   at the activities of the Hospital more 
Washington   University,   is   a to the outside world than during 
graduate   of Phillips   University, the   stay  of  disc jockey   Reed 
Enid, Oklahoma. Farrell. 
His duties at the hospital will 
include special projects assigned by 
the Administrative Staff and the 
completion of his thesis titled 
"Improved Utilization of Nurses 
through Reorganization of the 
Nursing Division." 
Farrell, who has the Reed Farrell 
Evening Show on WEW Radio from 
5 to 8:30 p.m., in describing his 
show, said, "I try to feel what my 
audience wants through the phone 
calls that come in, then I do 
whatever I feel like doing, including 
Associates Receive Award 
Edward B. Greensfelder, (left), president of the Hospital, and Julian L. 
Meyer, president of the Associates of The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis, 
pose with Golden Owl Award received by the organization for their 
participation in community relations activities. 
The Associates of The Jewish 
Hospital of St. Louis received the 
Golden Owl Award, presented at a 
national conference in New York 
for the organization's achievement 
in playing a key role in the 
Hospital's community relations 
program. 
"Education of the community 
about modern health care and the 
indoctrination of potential 
community leaders" was cited by 
the judges as the objective of the 
award winning program. "Jewish 
Hospital, a non-sectarian teaching 
hospital affiliated with Washington 
University School of Medicine, 
achieved these goals through the 
creation of an educational 
membership organization, the 
Associates of The Jewish Hospital 
of St. Louis." 
President of the Associates is 
Julian L. Meyer. Organized in 1968 
the Associates has — during its first 
year — provided educational 
programs for its members with 
speakers including Drs. Melvin 
Schwartz, Alex Kaplan, Gene 
Spector, David Rothman, and 
Arthur E. Baue. Topics have ranged 
from drug usage to horizons in 
cardiac surgery. A special series of 
"Behind the Scenes" programs 
enable members to see the Hospital 
in action. The first Annual Dinner, 
held   in   April,   featured  guest 
speaker Mark Berke, newly elected 
president of the American Hospital 
Association and executive director 
of Mount Zion Hospital and 
Medical Center in San Francisco. 
The organization also was 
instrumental in the Hospital's 
acquisition of the new 
Radio-Isotope Scanner with a gift 
of $15,000. 
Total membership in the 
Associates, to date, is 344 families. 
Recent members include: Mrs. 
David N. Grosberg, Mrs. Richard J. 
Kline, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. 
Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. 
Meyerhardt, Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. 
Portnoy, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rich, 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Rosenthal, 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Schwab, 
Mrs. Ben Shifrin. 
Mr. Abe Tober, Mrs. S. A. 
Weintraub, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 
Wildman, Miss Clara and Mr. 
Sigmund Wolfort and Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold M. Zager. 
Plans for the fall include a buffet 
dinner meeting at the Hospital on 
October 22, at which time members 
will be informed of the Hospital's 
future expansion plans. The Project 
Committee and the Program 
Committee will also report on new 
activities which will be undertaken 
during 1969-70. 
Disc jockey Reed Farrell of Station WEW, conducted his evening show 
broadcast live to the radio audience from his room while a patient at the 
Hospital recently. 
the type of music for the mood of 
the evening, but my show is always 
me." This is the same type of 
broadcast he has done by phone 
hookup to station WEW from his 
room at the Hospital. 
In keeping up with his show by 
telephone from his room, Farrell 
reported on the activities around 
him, the people he met throughout 
the day, and the personnel on his 
floor. In his enthusiasm for the 
treatment he received during his 
stay at the Hospital, he 
commented, "Nobody likes to 
spend their time in a hospital but 
with the treatment you get here 
from everyone, you know each 
patient is really a VIP to them." 
His special praise went to many 
but he felt every hospital should 
have   a   Supervisor   Morehead 
(Theresa Morehead, R.N. 
Supervisor), and Volunteer Worker 
Helen Kirakos has been one of his 
favorite people since they first met 
and she presented him with four 
colorful balloons because "all of 
our kids get them here." 
He was also kept busy 
throughout the day conducting 
what seemed to be business as usual 
for the George-Savan Advertising 
Agency where he is an Account 
Executive. 
During a 15-minute visit, Reed 
received a minimum of 12 phone 
calls and three personal visits from 
friends and business associates. 
"I've never met a Transylvanian I 
didn't like, I just dig people. I don't 
know what I would do if they put 
out a 'No Visitors' sign and took 
out my phone," said Reed. 
GREENSFELDER ELECTED - (Continued from page 1) 
The WUMSAH board represents 
these member institutions: Barnard 
Free Skin and Cancer Hospital, 
Barnes Hospital, Central Institute 
for the Deaf, Jewish Hospital of St. 
Louis, St. Louis Children's Hospital 
and Washington University School 
of Medicine. 
The purpose of WUMSAH is to 
improve the knowledge, teaching 
and practice of medicine and 
related subjects; to provide and 
assist its member organizations in 
providing hospital facilities, 
physical properties and programs 
appropriate for the care and 
treatment of patients, for the 
teaching and training of medical 
and auxiliary personnel for medical 
research. The goal of the medical 
center board is the advancement of 
medical teaching, research and 
patient care. 
Other board members, included 
among them some who signed the 
original WUMSAH "Agreement for 
the Creation of a Medical Center" 
in 1962, are George H. Capps, 
president of Capitol Coal and Coke 
Co. and Mid-America Motors; 
Edwin M. Clark, former president 
and chairman of the board, 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.; 
Mr. Johnston; M. Kenton King, 
M.D., dean, Washington University 
School of Medicine; Harry N. 
McCluney, vice president, 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.; Spencer T. 
Olin, director, Olin Mathieson 
Chemical Corp.; Robert W. Otto, 
member of Barnes Hospital board 
of trustees; Joseph F. Ruwitch, 
president, Renard Linoleum and 
Rug Co.; Charles A. Thomas, 
chairman of Washington University 
board of trustees; and Neal S. 
Wood, former vice president and 
director, Ai\ Green Refractories 
Co. 
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DONATIONS 
Advance Building Fund 
Mr. Harold Brod 
Milton Price Foundation 
Development Fund 
Mr. Sidney Salomon, Jr. 
Grant to Dr. Ben H. Senturia 
Research Fund of the American Otological 
Society, Inc. 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund 
Louis D. Beaumont Foundation 
Falstaff Foundation 
Daniel P. Cohen Research Fund 
Dan Pearl Foundation 
GIFTS IN MEMORY 
Blanche V. Cohen 
Mr. Julian Simon 
(Ira & Herbert Simon Research Fund) 
Lois Ellis Gee 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Franc 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Greensfelder 
Mrs. Gordon Scherck 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Ruwitch 
(Joseph F. & Elizabeth R. Ruwitch 
Unrestricted Endowment Fund) 
Carol Bormaster Kaufman 
Samuels Shoe Company 
Morton J. May 
(Birthday Memorial for the Florence G., 
Morton J., and David May Research Fund) 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton D. May 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank-J. Reilly 
Mr. and Mrs. Millard A. Waldheim 
Celia Schramm Zorensky 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Grand 
GIFTS IN HONOR 
Robert Marx 
(65th Birthday) 
Mr. Julian Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research Fund) 
Lawrence Michelson 
(75th Birthday) 
Mr. Julian Simon N 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research Fund) 
Julian Simon 
(91st Birthday) 
Mrs. Herbert B. Simon 
(Ira and Herbert Simon Research Fund) 
Doctor Kleiger 
New Director of 
Intensive Care 
Dr. Stanford Wessler, 
Physician-in-Chief at The Jewish 
Hospital of St. Louis and John E. 
and Adaline Simon Professor of 
Medicine at Washington University, 
has announced the appointment of 
Dr. Robert E. Kleiger as director of 
the Medical Intensive Care Unit at 
Jewish Hospital. 
Dr. Kleiger, formerly a Fellow in 
Cardiology at Stanford University 
School of Medicine before coming 
to the Jewish Hospital, served as a 
Captain in the United States Army 
in 1966-1968, where he was the 
director of the De Witt Army 
Hospital Coronary Care Unit. He 
also was a Fellow for two years 
with Dr. Bernard Town at the Peter 
Bent Brigham Hospital. 
The 16-bed Medical Intensive 
Care Unit is designed to provide 
immediate lifesaving comprehensive 
care for the acutely ill medical 
patients with eight of the beds in 
the Unit designed specifically for 
intense coronary care. 
Nadine Wright, RJM., 2nd row, left, instructor for the Central Supply Technician Class, is pictured with Jason 
Blake, assistant director, center, and David A. Gee, executive director, at the first graduation ceremony for 
Technicians who have successfully completed 40 hours of class work, lectures and study. The graduating students 
are left to right, Earlene Tucker, Vernice Dismukes, Betty M. Watts, Clara Johnson and Koyoko Haver. 
The Henry L. Ettman Award will be given annually to a graduate of the 
Hospital's School of Medical Technology. David A. Gee, (left) executive 
director, accepts the plaque representing the Award from Henry L. Ettman 
III at the School's graduation ceremony. Linda Strike, a recent graduate of 
the School was the recipient of the $100 Ettman Award. The Award will 
be presented yearly to a senior student for outstanding papers or reports 
on work performed or being performed. The recipient's name will be 
inscribed on the plaque which is to be displayed in the Department of 
Laboratory Medicine. 
Jewish High Holy Day Services 
Tishri 5730 
ROSH HASHANAH 
Friday, September 12      6:00 p.m. 
Saturday, September 13 10:30 a.m. 
Sunday, September 14  10:30 a.m. 
SHABBAT SHUVAH 
Saturday, September 20 10:00 a.m. 
YOM KIPPUR 
Sunday, September 21 (Kol Nidre Eve Service)        6:00 p.m. 
Monday, September 22 10:30 a.m. 
Monday, September 22    5:00 p.m. 
(YISKOR MEMORIAL AND CONCLUDING SERVICES) 
Patients, visitors and staff members of The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis 
are invited to attend the Jewish High Holy Day Services listed above. 
Rabbi  Lawrence Siegel, the Jewish Federation Community Chaplain, 
will officiate in the Hospital's first floor chapel. 
Patients must have their doctor's permission to attend and should ask 
their nurse about transportation to and from the services. 
Smile Campaign Begins 
20 Winners Each Week 
A hospital-wide smile campaign 
for the more than 1,800 employees 
of The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis, 
has been announced by the Public 
Relations Department of the 
Hospital as another part of their 
extensive Patient Relations 
program. 
With the slogan, "Put the T in 
your smile and 'U' may be the 
Employee to Receive a Smile 
Award," the 8-week contest will 
begin September 8, with twenty 
employees honored each week with 
a "Smile Award" pin. In the final 
week of the contest, all winners will 
then compete for the top award to 
be decided by votes cast by all 
hospital employees and patients. 
Along with other honors and 
recognition, the top award winner 
will receive a weekend trip for two 
at a prominent Lake of the Ozarks 
resort hotel. 
"The Hospital with a Smile" 
campaign is being conducted as an 
awareness of the great importance 
of a friendly and helpful attitude 
projected to patients and visitors by 
Jewish Hospital personnel. 
THE JEWISH HOSPITAL OF ST. LOUIS 
216 SOUTH KINGSHIGHWAY 
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